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praise and thank god everyday for this wonderful gift The One Thing Is Three: How the Most Holy Trinity Explains 
Everything: 

10 of 10 review helpful Gradually More and More Challenging Read By CatholicTechnoGeek While the text starts off 
as a fairly easy read as you progress into the book it becomes more and more challenging to read but not impossible It 
is definitely a book for those who have a basic understanding of Catholicism and want to go much more in depth into 
their faith It is one of those books that really can be read over and over With humor and ease Father Michael Gaitley 
MIC deftly unlocks the one thing the key to the Church s wisdom and the greatest mystery of the Catholic faith the 
Most Holy Trinity Far from being a scholarly or academic read The One Thing is Three makes deep theology 
accessible to every day Catholics What s more it makes even what s familiar or forgotten appear in a way that s new 
exciting and relevant Thus The One Thing is Three brings its readers a uniqu The One Thing is Three by Fr Michael 
Gaitley MIC is written for everyone The conversational tone has an appeal that invites the reader into the journey of 
life I highly recommend this book for anyone who loves the Church and seeks a deeper understanding 
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